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METHODOLOGY

• A total of 14 participants were recruited.
• 5 fully completed ABM training (3 

experimental, 2 control).
• Participants were competitive trapshooting 

athletes.

• Posner’s Spatial Cueing Task
• ABM Training
• Questionnaires: demographic 

survey and self-report measures 
CES-DC, SCARED, DASS-21, 
SAS-2, SCAT, BFNE, and the 
LSAS.
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AIM OF THE 
STUDY WAS TO 

EXAMINE 
WHETHER…

Attention bias (AB) toward 
social-evaluative threat cues 
are associated with athletes’ 

emotional and behavioral 
experiences.

Computerized ABM can 
help decrease athletes AB 
and enhance experience in 

athletic work.
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The present study provides important 
pilot data which suggests computerized 

ABM as a feasible therapeutic 
intervention for performance anxiety in 

athletes.

• The difference and contrast in reaction time 
between ABM (experimental) and ACC (control) 
groups was observed.

• There is a difference in reaction time between 
congruent and incongruent trials.

• ABM shows to be a feasible intervention. 

RESULTS

Posner’s Spatial Cueing Task

ABM condition (n=3)
• Majority of trials present threat 

(emotional) stimuli paired with 
neutral stimuli

• Threat-neutral pair always had 
probe appear on neutral stimulus 
position to provide training of 
attentional disengagement from 
threat

ACC condition (n=2)
• Equal probability in threat-neutral 

pair trials for probe to appear in 
both stimulus locations.

Background
• Performance anxiety is common for many athletes, with 

possible consequence in sub-optimal athletic 
performance (Mottaghi et al., 2012).

Importance
• First time testing computerized attention training for 

athletes’ social-evaluative anxiety; paradigm has been 
primary developed and verified for individuals with 
anxiety disorders, especially social anxiety problems.

• Delivering ABM training online has advantages for 
treatment accessibility and portability pending 
successful outcomes, potentially resulting in a large-scale 
research effort to develop a more portable form of ABM 
invention for athletes on the go.

• This study investigated computerized Attention Bias 
Modification (ABM) as a feasible therapeutic 
intervention for athletes who experience performance 
anxiety.

ABM will be shown as a feasible intervention that athletes can 
receive using computer technology.

• Computerized ABM has been shown to be an effective 
treatment measure for social-evaluative anxiety (Amir et al., 
2011).

• Reaction time measurements indicate the cueing task 
produces a few AB indices:

1) Difficulty disengagement from emotional 
stimuli.

2) Facilitated attentional engagement toward 
emotional stimuli.

• Limitations: High withdrawal rate due to athletes having 
busy school (i.e., workloads) obligations and lack of 
communication (i.e., not responding to emails regarding the 
study). 

• Feasibility is significantly shown through procedures and 
measures 

• Future studies with a larger sample should test whether 
ABM could result in greater reduction in performance-
related sport anxiety compared to ACC. 

• Athletes between the ages of 12-18 were recruited.
• 2 separate consent forms given for adults and children. 
• Prescreening questions (e.g., age, experiences with 

competitive athletic work) were administer to verify 
eligibility.

• A baseline assessment (BA) was given. BA included a 
variety of self-report measures (highlight above) and 
Posner’s Spatial Cueing Task.

• Randomization was utilized to assign participants in two 
separate conditions: Attention Control Condition (ACC) or 
active ABM (see below).  

• 12 ABM training sessions (13-14 min. each) were 
completed over a 4-week period (3 sessions/week).

• A Mid-assessment after 6 training sessions, a post-
assessment after completed training, and a 1-month follow 
up assessment were distributed using the same self-report 
measures and computerized cognitive task (Cueing Task) as 
in the BA.

Congruent Trial= probe 
presented at the same 
location as the 
neutral/social stimuli 
(word or face)

Incongruent Trial= probe 
presented at the opposite 
location as neutral/social 
stimuli (word or face)
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ABM Training
ABM training presented participants with mildly anxiety-provoking stimuli and neutral 
stimuli, followed by a letter probe (E or F). Participants were to respond as quickly as 
possible. Location of probe may indicate a difference in reaction times and accuracy.

• Present mildly anxiety-provoking 
stimuli (e.g., sad and disgusted 
faces, negative words such as 
failure and terrible) and neutral 
stimuli (e.g., neutral faces. Neutral 
words such as household items) 

• Participants will see screen and 
identify a type of probe (e.g., 
letters) that follows the presentation 
of emotional/neutral objects

• Widely used AB task in attentional 
investigations

• Show the transfer effect of the 12 
sessions of ABM training on a new, 
non-practiced-task.
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